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Beginning Experience punctuates periods of loss, failure
By Teresa A. Parsons
"Some people may never get on with it, but
Perhaps the memory
you need to realize that you can't hang onto
that lingers longest afthe past, not even the good parts of the past."
ter a Beginning ExLori's needs were in many ways typical of
perience .weekend is
the people who seek a Beginning Experience
"the bell!'
weekend, according to Nancy Magee, a formWithout distinction,
er president of the BE board and a team memits shrill clanging puncber for many weekends.
tuates moments of
"These are not people who are still at a point
tearful self-revelation
of saying 'if only* this or that;' she explained.
and high hilarity,
"They are basically able to say 'I'm not half
recalling participants to
a couple anymore. I'm OK on my own:"
the reality of a meal or
Since Beginning Experience was introduced
a break, or the beginlocally about 10 years ago, it has served as the
ning of another session.
"retreat" arm of the diocesan ministry to sepaThe bell every BE participant remembers is
rated, divorced and bereaved Catholics. As
as apt a symbol as any for a program designed
such, it is largely supported by referrals from
to help people close past chapters in their lives
parishes or regional separated/divorced/beand move on tojgrapple with the realities of
reaved ministry groups. The flow works the
the present and trie'future.
other way as well, since BE channels many parMost often; what people are seeking to let
ticipants toward involvement with separatgo of when- they come to a Beginning Exed/divorced ministry.
perience weekend is a marriage relationship
The BE weekend itself is a highly structured
that has ended because of death, separation
two-and-a-half-day program of thematic
or divorce. But not everyone has to have Deen^presentations, private reflection time and small
married. Sometimes, participants have suffered
group discussions. The entire program is orthe death of such family members as a parganized and presented by a group of people
ent. Still others come to mark the loss of a
who have participated in a previous weekend
friendship, a job or even a home.
themselves.
Rather than sustaining people through the
Although Catholic-based, the program is
first stages of loss, BE is designed for those
not limited to any one denomination. Among
. who. have survived the trauma of shock, anits premises is that religious experience —
ger or bewilderment and are ready to turn the
whether through scripture, prayer or a comcorner toward a new life.
munity of fellow believers — can help heal the
Two years after separating from her husbitterness of a failed marriage or the loneliband, Lori (not her real name) considered her
ness of losing a loved one.
singleness a positive step. It was not, however,
Lori had been away from the Catholic
an easy one. Her past — 24 years of marriage
Church for nearly. 10 years before she began

'Some people may never get on with it,
but you need to realize that you can't
hang onto the past, not even the good
parts of the past'
'Lori*
BE participant
to a husband who was manic/depressive — remained very much a part of the present as she
struggled to regain her self-esteem, to emerge
from beneath a burden of guilt, and to find
release from the anger and pain that had accumulated during those many years.
"I really felt very good in my singleness, but
it was not without problem areas;' she said.
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September 18 - October 2
Escorted by Msgr. Richard Bums
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Includes
Everything
Call now to receive your full color brochure and to
reserve your seat for what's sure to be a memorable trip.
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that you can't be a productive Christian and

productive in your life!*
Through the parish group, she heard about
BE and signed up for a weekend in October,
1986. Like the other strangers who showed up
at Camp Stella Maris of a Friday evening, she
was nervous and a little fearful. Team leaders
consciously try to defuse that initial anxiety

were crying and thought: "Oh, it's OK. Everyone's feeling this way.
"Listening to those stories — many of them
far more traumatic than anything I had gone
through — brings all your emotions to the
forefront;' she said. "But somehow you know
it's going to be all right. It makes you aware

that you're never alone!'

Beginning Experience doesn't mark a new
beginning for every participant. Some retreatants attend the program more than once either to deal with the same loss or in connection
with a variety of different life experiences and
losses.
One reason Lori believes the weekend helped

These are not people who are still at a
point of saying "if only" this or that They
are bascially able to say "I'm not half of a
couple anymore. I'm OK on my own.'"
Nancy Magee
BE team member
with the warmth of their welcome. Lori recalled
that they put her to work helping to prepare
refreshments.
Because the weekend is so intensely emotional, members of the team carefully screen
applicants. They generally require that participants have been separated or divorced for
at least one year, and that thay hold no hope
for reconciliation.
"We're not pushing people not to reconcile;'
Magee explained. "But if someone comes to
a weekend and they're still hanging onto some
hope, the weekend can do more harm than
good!'
Potential participants who are receiving
counseling are also required to consult with
their therapists to ensure that the weekend will
not disrupt their treatment.
Lori recalled struggling to hold back her
tears as participants began to share their stories. Then she realized that others around her

her was that team leaders and presenters don't
presume to offer answers. Instead, each of
them spoke from his orjier own experience of
loss. "They tell you, 'raese are things we know
that can help you; and it's all done in a wonderful loving and caring atmosphere;' Lori
said. "One of the things that's come out of that
experience is. that I'm friends with my exhusband ... But maybe the most beneficial
thing for me is that I see myself in a whole new
light. I used to think of myself as just a wife,
or just a mother. Now, I realize I'm a whole
lot more than 'just' anything"
Meanwhile, Lori kept wondering throughout the weekend how she could become more
involved in Beginning Experience. Always on
the lookout for a possible recruit to the team,
those who lead the weekends routinely recommend promising candidates for leadership
training. Lori has since taken the training in
Continued on Page 14

attending events sponsored by a separated,
divorced and widowed support group at Assumption Church in Fairport. "I felt a lovely
camaraderie and friendliness there,' she said.
Too often, she observed, church communities regard divorced or separated people as
second-class citizens or damaged goods. For
her, BE was a giant step in the journey back
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to the Church.
___
"The reality is that you can grow just as well
from this point all over again and you can grow
straight and blossom, just as you did in your
teenage years!' she said. "You are still God's
child. He loves you and He will help you
through this... Nothing can be so devastating
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TOWARDS ANY USED CAR
OR TRUCK FOR YOUR TRADE

'85 PLYMOUTH _
HORIZON
Power steering & brakes, AM/FM,
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lower extra clean!
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RAMPAGE PICKUP
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FIRST ANNUAL DIOCESE OF
ROCHESTER GOLF TOURNAMENT
^SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1987
Braemar Country Club
w
4704 Ridge Road West
Spencerport, New York 14459
$35 Per Golfer Includes — Golf, Cart, Lunch and Social

-AGENDA,10 a.nT-*l p.m. - Tee-Off Times
12 noon - 1:30 p:m. — Lunch
3 p.m. - 6 p.m. - Social and Buffet with Awards & Prizes
We're limited to 72 golfers so call today to sign up.
Phone (716) 328-3210, ask for Jim Magee

4 speed, AM/FM radio, only 31,000
certified miles.
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OVER 60
USED CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK!

$6990
-2000

'87 PLYMOUTH
HORIZON
5 speed, p.s., AM/FM radio, Rally
.. wheels, Like New Condition..
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243 E. MAIN ST.
AVON, (min. from 390)

PLYMOUTH

266-2464
ROCHESTER 889-1164

HOURS: MON-THURS. 9-9, FRI & SAT. 9-6

ALL PRIOR
SALES EXCLUDED

